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Agenda: 
 
Present:  Julie, Crystal, Peggy and Leesa – Rick King joined for Citrix 
 

1. Prospective Portal 
a. Have you met with your CMS? 
b. When will channels be created for the portal? 
c. Banner Enrollment Management Software 
 
No updates from any MAU.  Crystal gave an update on Banner Enrollment Management Software. 
 

2. Web 4 Prospect 
a. Any updates?  No issues from any MAU.   

 
 

3. EMAS 
 

a. UA Scholar Bridge – Julie - No chance to test yet.  Leesa-pulled UA scholar file, and found that 
stdimprt text not showing students as UA scholars.  Crystal said that was what the most recent 
task request will fix, but it still needs to go through BST approval.  What we should test right now 
is to make sure the list is a complete list of UA Scholars, and that having a recruit or app record 
for a different MAU doesn’t cause the scholar to drop off from the scholar text file.  Peggy 
suggested using UA Scholar pop selects:  UA_SCHOLAR_BY_INVITE_TERM or 
UA_SCHOLARS (pulls by AS or S5 code).  Look at GLRSLCT to look at parameters.  Creator id 
is ANPKI.  Use this when running pop select.   
 

b. Bridge update  Julie – still getting numerous suspects for UA Scholars with blank addresses, 
this will be fixed with latest task request.   
 

c. Task Request Prioritization:  UA Scholar task request priority one as soon as current changes 
have been moved to PROD.  Will fix Julie’s issue and correct other issues with stdimprt UA 
Scholar information.  Talked about Checklist items and still need to do some testing with 
importing and import dominant files.   
 

d. Distance students – Julie has a question about information on distance status.  Discussed 
where the code comes from on SAAADMS.  Each EMAS coordinator will take the Excel file from 
Melody and identify which fields are coming across the bridge and which ones are available.  
Crystal will compile and we can come up with an available code and field to use for pulling this 
information from Banner.  We will try to come up with one code from all MAUs to use for 
consistency.   

 
4. Patrick Update   No update.   

 
5. Other items/updates 

 
a. Citrix Discussion – Ricky gave an update on Citrix.  Update Citrix Farm, gives enhancements for 

security, printing, etc. Allows easier updates and schedule updates.  Client side v 9 and above, 
provides enhancements on the user side.  Provides ability to update client side through the web, 
makes it easier to make sure everything flows better.  We have a licensing server now – central 



repository, makes easier to get a license when you log in.  UAF has 20 licenses, UAA has 20 
licenses, and UAS has 10 licenses.  Renewed every year in December, try to renew in middle of 
year considered a new buy, better to do at renewal time.  Crystal said 20 licenses good for right 
now for UAF.  Julie inquired about how to get the Citrix set up for UAS.  Ricky asked to have 
Julie’s OIT contact him for license info.  Julie is ok with the 10 license pack for UAS.  Ricky 
answered some questions for UAA about installs and reinstalls and the licensing server.  Peggy 
is thinking about decreasing to a 10 license pack but will let Ricky/Mary know.   
 


